
Sensitive data? Deploy GRaaS on your own computing 
infrastructure
Being open source based, we enable you to deploy GRaaS 
on your own infrastructure – no fear of leaking information 
nor the need of sensitive data transfer over internet is 
occurring in this case. GraaS scales from single server to 
HPC size deployment. We at mundialis assist you to plan 
the overall architecture, to acquire appropriate hardware 
or to leverage existing cloud infrastructure. Given the user 
management concept of GRaaS, you can fully control the 
access to your computational resources, the datasets and 
the accessibility of the results. Technical support is avai-
lable to help you scaling up your processes as required: 
GRaaS as a fully scalable solution is the new dimension in 
massive geospatial data analysis. Contact us for details!
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Decisions need information.

Massive data 
analysis at your 
fi ngertips
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Decisions need information 
Imagine the increasingly digital world with its enormous 
amount of information originating from myriads of sensors. 
These sensors can be on the ground, in cars, on planes or 
even in space tracking environmental changes in almost 
real-time. However, just the access to data is not yet 
answering any question – we need to extract and combine 
information for precise conclusions. We deliver information 
to decision-makers in politics, military, administration and 
business have to make far-reaching considerations and 
have to explain their choices and decisions.

Our scalable geodata processing service that brings your 
algorithms to Big Data 
We at mundialis combine our knowledge and technical 
expertise with the computational power of our cloud com-
puting partners to timely deliver precise information. We 
perform analysis in Earth observation data pools, integrated 
with geospatial and ground truth data. With our GRaaS 
(GRASS GIS as a Service) platform you can deploy the geo-
graphical information system GRASS as scalable service:
■  combine any algorithm in complex process chains, 

executed asynchronously in the cloud.
■  access with a REST API over HTTPS which allows reading 

and writing of raster, vector and temporal data as well 
as the full access to strong processing, analysis and 
visualization capabilities.

■  fast and fi ne grain user access control layers (ACL).
We run the calculations where your data are stored.

High Performance Geo Computing: 
from terabytes to information 
Time is an integral part of Earth observation data. Time se-
ries show the same area periodically and as a consequence 
reveal changes and developments. This accumulates easily 
to terabyte-sized data. On top of that we are able to integ-
rate further massive geospatial datasets. The architecture 
of GRaaS enables us to run our sophisticated information 
extraction and combination algorithms like the spatio-
temporal map algebra on this wealth of data. All data 
types (raster, vector and volume data) can be combined.

GRaaS at a glance
GRaaS is the scalable geodata processing service that 
brings your algorithms to big data:
■  GRaaS is deployed on Amazon AWS and on 

CloudSigma IaaS cloud
■  direct access to petabytes of open Earth observation 

data like Sentinel-2, Landsat TM and many more for 
big geodata analysis 

■  intersect GPS trajectories from aircrafts, ships, cars, 
mobile devices, IoT devices with satellite image 
time-series or weather forecast time-series data

■  use our sophisticated spatio-temporal map algebra 
to process time-series in parallel that can contain up 
to 1,000,000 satellite images with access time under 
a minute
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